Abstract-The paper deals with adverse interactions between line stimuli in eccentric vision. Both contrast threshold and just noticeable difference of slant have been measured for a test line as a function of the distance from a number of surrounding lines. Test lines were either parallel or perpendicular to the surrounding lines.
It turns out that the interference affects both contrast threshold and j.n.d. of slant with a clear-cut oBspecificity.
The surprising result is the extensive spatial range of the interference: between parallel lines it operates over retinal distances of about O+, degrees, where cp, is the eccentricity of the test line. Large-distance interference limits eccentric spatial &ion in daily life much more than classic visual acuity limits would indicate. and makes eccentric vision probably quite different from "unfocussed" foveal vision.
(1) ISTRODL'CI-IO& Eccentric or peripheral vision is distinguished from fovea1 vision by a lower spatial resolution. In daylight conditions, the dimension of the resolvable detail of a standard optotype such as a Landolt C increases roughly in proportion to retinal eccentricity, and visual acuity, defined as the reciprocal value of this detail in min of arc visual angle. falls accordingly (Sloan. 1968) . In standard acuity measurements the relatively simple test stimulus appears isolated against a homogeneous background. If the test stimulus is complex or if additional stimuli are present. adjacent to the test stimulus, a second difference appears between eccentric vision and fovea1 vision: eccentric vision may suffer considerably whereas fovea1 vision is left largely unaffected. This limitation of eccentric vision was first described for letter strings (Korte. 1923; W~dworth and Schlosberg 1954) .
In an earlier experiment. we presented randomly chosen test letters in parafoveal vision and measured recognition scores as a function of retinal eccentricity (a) for isolated test letters and (b) for test letters embedded between two letters /x/ at ordinary typewriter distance. For the embedded test letters correct scores decreased much more with eccentricity than for the isolated test letters. For an equal response criterion, the eccentricity of the embedded letters came out as only one fourth of the eccentricity of the isolated letters. When for embedded letters a larger distance between the three letters was chosen. test scores were higher, but it was not until distances of about half the eccentricity of the test letter were reached, that the scores equalled those of isolated letters (Bouma, 1970) . These results suggested to us an explanation in terms of adverse interactions operating over a certain retinal distance rather than in terms of an overloading mechanism (cf. Mackworth. 1965). It has also become clear that, in words, the most outward letter tends to suffer less than the most inward letter. quite in contrast to the common notion of vision becoming always worse when distance from the fovea increases (Bouma, 1973) .
If these effects are due to adverse interactions, it is relevant to ask for any stimulus specificities. since these may indicate at what IeveI of visual signal processing the interaction occurs. In our first esperiments with letters. we observed that the letter ,vi suffered more than certain other letters when embedded between two letters /xi, as is demonstrated in Fig.  I . This suggests that it may be the parallel oblique line segments which interfere mutually. Such an orientational specificity would fit in nicely with neurophysioiogical views (Hubel and Wiesel. 1965. 1968) . This led us to experiments in which the orientation of a line segment had to be perceived in the presence of other line segments. In eccentric vision. the expected orienrational specificity of the interference was indeed observed (Beerens and Bouma, 197%) . We continued with experiments on perceptual limits of slant perception in an interference situation. Consequently, we report here on the influence of surrounding line segments on (a) the just noticeable difference &n.d.) in orientation of a test line and (b) the contrast detection threshold of a test line, both as a function of the distance from interfering line segments, either parallel to the test line or perpendicular to it. Some additional observations concern the influence of the retinal In looking successively at the dots, the recognizability of the, embedded letters is hampered by the flanking 'xi letters. Letter v' suffers more than letter a
